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Oldest Established

The Paper That Reaches the People

Not Owned nor Controlled by Politicians

Clovis News

1 rlrj
VOL. 5 NO. 41

CLOVIS. STATE OF NEW MEXICO JANUARY

Pope Appointed
Federal Judge.

W. C. McDonald

Duly

New County Officers

Inaugurated Governor.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 15.
President Taft this afternoon
sent to the Senate the appointments of William H. Pope to be
federal judg for New Mexico:
Stephen B. Davis of Las Vegas
to be United Staies attorney,
and John w. March to be United
States surveyor general. There
A'illbe noother appointments
Judge Pope will leave this
evening tor Philadelphia whence
he will return to New Mexico.
Frederick Ingalls was appointed surveyor general for Arizona,
fttho apaointment of Secundino
Kbtnero of Las Vegas for United
States marshal was held up by a
protest of Congressman Harvey
B. Ferguson.
The appointment of Judge
Pope was fought
the saloon
element of Chaves county.
Later, At the last moment it
seems that JudRe Pope's appointment has been delayed.
to-da- y.

William C. McDonald first Governor of the state of New Mexico was duly inaugurated last
Monday. January 15th, 1912.
Mr. McDonald is an old resident of New Mexico having
lived here for enough years that
he knows her people and her
hopes and her fears and her
possibilities well. He is the man
in the new state to whom the
people must look and do look,
without reguard to polotics.
race or color, as the ptMr
of the great ship which was
launched when President Taft
signed his name to a proclama-matioending territorial ru'e.
Mr. McDonald has a difficult
position. It is a position that
requires strength of character,
mental balance fearless courage.
The old past whereby NewMexico
was governed from Washington,
has ceased, and if the new !?tate
is to go forward and to prosper
and progress she must chart a
course and luld to it.
The governor, it is true, has
not the power to accomplish all
that the new state may need he
is but the head of the other state
officers and of a legislature which
has in its hands the lawmaking
powers.
But state officials, legislature
and the people who believe in
the future of the state and who
want to see the state grown and
prosper should now join hands,
eaist 'aside all bickerings ard
work for the one end. New

US,

1912

tThe Demonstration
Train Reaches
Await
,

Rnterupon Duties.

County Clerk, A. L.
was the first of the Curry county officers to be "sworn in."
His bond having been approved
by Judge McFie on the 13th
which A. L. says is his lucky
day. All of the remaining officials, including Commissioners
W. H. Doughton, 1st district,
Roy D. Elder 2nd district and
Ben Crawford,
3rd district.
nn.MUi iuliiiiwc ivy, OUJCllll- tenpent of Schools. L. C.
Treasurer, John F. Taylor, Sheriff D. L. Moye, Probate
Judge McBee have been "sworn
in" and are now full fledged
officers of Curry County under
whose regime thr county will
hold away for the next five
years

Clovis on the

23rd
AH

Farmers are Urged to be
Present on this Date.

The success of the first weeks
run by the New Mexico Agricultural Demonstration train now
on tour of all points on the. Santa Felines in New Mexico has
surpassed the expectations of the
most enthusiastic of the promoters Of the idea. The train started Thursday at La Tuna, near
the Texas line in the lower Mes-ill- a
Valley. The first weeks attendance
af something like 0
Contest Case of Interest
people, absolutely guarantees
A contest case of considera- the success of the train and the
ble interest to homesteaders was deep interest
(manifest in it
Half Soles, cobblers out-fiitset for hearing Tuesday before throughout the state.
U. S. Commissioner, W. J. Cur-reetc., at "The Hardware
The school children, especially.
Attorney R. E. Rowells
Store" Milliren-Buchanare showing deepest interest in
represented contestant, Clarence
Hwd. Co.
the train and almost without exV. Mallard and Attorney H. L.
ception they
taking notes
Patton represented M. E.Chappell preparatory to are
County Commissioners'
writing letters to
contestee. Witnesses summonProceedings.
to be entered in the letter writed were Messrs. Viers, Lamison ing
contest for three prizes of
The newly elected board of
Tate. The result of the ruling in
$10,$5
and $3 for the best letters
County Commissioners composthis case will be watched with a
subject:
on
"What I learned
the
ed of Ben Crawford, 3rd dist;
great deal of interest by parties
Demon-- j
Agricultural
from
the
W. H. Doughton, 1st dist; Roy
who are contemplating initiating
These
letters
D, Elder, 2nd district, of Curry
a contest but would sooner see station Train."
500 words in
must
exceed
not
county, met in session this the
the law tested by the other fellength, must be submitted ou or
10th day of January 1912 3 p.
low.
before February 10th, to Demon- On motion of W H Dough-tom.
Supt.
Busser,
3.
E.'
of the strtfion Tram Contest, Bureau
Roy D. Elder was elected
reading
rooms
Fe
Santa
was of Immigration, Albuquerque, N.
temporary c lairman.
Mexican.
M., and the contest is open to all
registered
Quivera,
at the Gran
Moved by Mr. Doughton that
Monday.
school children under 15 years
Mr. Crawford be made permaW. H. Montgomery came
Mrs.
age who visit the train. The
of
Among the notable events
nent chairman for the term of
to
visit
Friday
up
Portales,
from
will reach Clovis for a stop
train
transpiring in Clovis recently
one year ending Januarv 1, 1913
D. Mc- was the formation of a
W.
Mrs.
daughter,
her
of
all
night at 7. p. m. o'clock,
Mr. Crawford declared electBee.
23. Be there when the
January
between the leading
ed as permanent chairman.
arrives.
train
Moved by Mr. Elder that resR. L. whitehead returned this legal lights of Curry county, W.
The entire staff is taking part
ignation of D. L. Moye as con- week frow a trip to Oklahoma D. McBee and W. A. Havener.
Hereafter, these well known in the lecture and demonstration
stable of Precinct no. 9 be ac- City.
disciples of Blackstone will do work arid no farmer who has his
cepted. Carried.
(i. W. Warren and Mrs. Mary business under the firm name of
own interest at heart can afford
Moved by Mr. Doughton that
Williams were united im mar- McBee and Havener, attorneys
the resignation of Ambrose Ivy as riage last Thursday evening, at at law, and will practice before to miss the train. The train is
Justice of the Peace of Precinct the home of Mr. Warren. The all courts state, district and npt for farmers alone, however,
federal. The News can cheer- and everybodylis invited to visit
Carried'
No. 9 be accepted.
congratulations.
fully recommend this firm to it during she stop here.
Motion to appoint janitor ta- News extends
I
separaMy
being
the public both beiiig pioneers The slogan of the train is:
and
wife
bled until next meeting.
in Curry county. Mr. McBee is
responsible
I
will
not
stand
ted
Motion to adjourn until Moncredited with being the father "For Better Farming in New
day, January 29, 1912. Carried. for any debts she may m8ke,
of Melrose while Judge Havener Mexico" and in this every citizen
A. P. Green.
holds about the same title in in this community has a direct
If you get a stove with the
Clovis. Suffice it to say they interest.
Come to the "Stove Store" are both too well known to need
any commendation at our hands
back of it, its bound to be when you want a stove - and
we speak for the new firm
Havener Budget.
prolonged success.
a good one.
The farmers in the Havener
vicinity are wearing a smile
since the thaw.
D. V. Winn and Jim
Wilis
made a flying trip to Clovis
Thursday after supplies for the
store.
e
George Briggs and Frank
Clotransacted business in
vis the first of the week.
Joe Fuller was in Havener the
middle
of the week.
A Bank,
in politics,
gi
William Eshelman
went to
& Bank with a disregard of social standards, and
Clovis Friday evening remaining over
t
A Bank of the people; in other words,
j
g
Burns is recovering
A "Man to Man" Bank, which holds alike, the interest
slowly from the effects
of a
broken leg sustained in a runa
way last week.
Wm. Eshelman and family
were visitors at Frank Magee's
Wednesday evening.
s,

an

n,

re-licio-n,

n

Mers-felde-

r,

.

12.-()0-

n.

Ma-ge-

non-partisi-

an

night-Rober-

I

Conservative and Strong

I

Winn and Jim Willis
went to St. Vrain Saturday.
D. M.

I The Clovis National Bank I
"The Bank That Accommodates"

Jg

"Chief National" Ranges
sold only by the Milliren-Bu- hanan Hwd. Co.

$1.00 Per Year

K. Boys Organize Elder Boyce Slain by Man
Basket Ball Team.
His Son Wronged.

Company

The boys of Company K. New
Fort Worth, Texas, January,
Mexico National liuani organ- 13th A. G. Boyce, father of the
ized a basket ball team last Mon- man who was recently arrested
day night after drill. The fol- in Winnipeg, Manitoba, charged
lowing officers were elected:
with abducting Mrs. J. B. Steed
J. A. Bishop, mag'r.. C. 0. from a hospital in Fort Worth,
Forbes, captain and Hardy Mc- tonight was shot and killed by
Bee, secretary and treasurer. J.B. Sneed a banker of Amarillo
The Armory has been fitted up husband of woman with whom
with goal baskets by our enter- young Boyce is said to have elprising second Lieutenent, and oped.
the boys look forward to some
Boyce, who was about 70 years
good fast work, watch us grow, old, was sitting in the lobby of
Company K. to the front, we a local hotel when Sneed walked
lead others follow.
in. According to witnesses, he,
Sneed
walked up to the elder
Effort to Save the Life of the
man. The old man turned and
Boston Murderer.
looked at Snead and then asked
Boston, Mass., Jan. 11. It is
s
declared, "Well,
expected that within two weeks what are you going to do about
an appeal will be sent to Govern- it?'
or Foss and the executive council
Sneed muttered something in
in an effort to save the life of
reply and then drawing his reRev. Clarence Richeson, condemvolver, fired two shots quickly.
ned to death for the murder of
He hesitated an instant as the
Avis Linnell. The fight for a
old man fell forward and then
commutation of the sentence will fired
three more shots into the
be financed by Moses Grant
body of Boyce. Boyce was dyfather of Miss Violet Ed- ing when others in the lobby,
monds, the former fiancee or Mr.
which was filled with people,
Richeson.
reached him.
him.by-stander-

Ed-mand-

s,

Dr. Bailey and Joe Sherman of
Tolar and J. H. Latham of Tolar
arrived Wedpsday on business,
They are K .King after matters

Sneed immediately

left the

hotel, but was arrested a short
time later as he returned to the
scene of the shooting. He refused to make any statement.
On his death bed Boyce made
a statement declaring that he
saw Snead once before today in
the lobby of the hotel and avoided him.
The younger Boyce was arrested several weeks ago in Winnipeg, Mrs. Sneed, who disappeared

relative to the possibility of form- ing a new county out of the
northwest parts of Guadalupe
and Chaves counties at the com
ing session of the state. legislature. Fort Sumner will make
an effort to get a county scat and
otherwise other towns on the cutoff in the country. Fort Sum- from a Fort Worth sanitarium,
ner Republican.
was with him and was also deThe Popular Range in Clo- tained. Mr. and Mrs. Snead
vis - - the "Chief National," were reconciled some days ago
a guaranteed., satisfactory and returned to Texas. After
range at a very reasonable the departure of Snead and his
price. Ask about them.
wife from Winnipeg Boyce was
from Custody and today
released
Division Superintendent J. E.
McMahon's private car was side- the local indictment charging the
tracked here Wednesday evening young man with abduction was
Mr. McMahon spent the evening ordered dismissed by County Atinspecting various parts of the
inwork here. Roswell Register torney Baskin, because of
Boyce
still
evidence.
sufficient
Tribune.
Want "Stove" or stove re- is in Canada, it is said.

pairs, see the "Stove Man"
Hwd.
at Milliren-Buchana- n
Co.
J. B. Briscoe of Clovis arrived
Sunday to spend several days in
the city on business or pleasure.
Roswell Record.
.

Mr. L. P. Spalding, one of

Far-well-

's

leading attorneys, was in
the city Wednesday"
Attorney G. L. Reece of
was in the city this week.
No matter what you want
in hardware - - come and
Por-tale- s,

Want Guns, Ammunition
or gun repairs, see the "Gun
see us about it.
Man" at
Milliren-Buchana- n

Milliren-Buchana- n

Hwd. Co.

Hwd. Go.

a V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Night Phone 38.

Day Phone 14.

We do not charge for our readiness
to serve, but only for the service

rendered.

BERT CURLESS
Phone 254
Painting, Tinting, Papering, Glass etc.

If

Out Op

SoriETHING

Ordinary

LEWIS' "SINGLE BINDER."

THE BOY THAT LAUGHS.

Ml
tared, rather than fell Into the abyss
below.
His legs began to work Uk
those of a swimming poodle dog, but
faster and faster, while his tall, slightly elevated, spread out Ilk j a feather

Raffle of Babies In Paris

BEDROOM SET FOR THE GIRLS
Simple and Inexpensive
Furniture May Be Made of Plain,
Heavy Muslin.

Very Pretty,

fan.

He landed on a ledge of limestone,
where he could be seen squatting on
hia hind legs and smoothing hia ruffled fur, after which ha made tor the
creuk with a flourish of his tail, took a
drink and scampered away.

A rery pietty, simple and inexpensive bedroom set may be made of
plain heavy muslin, the ktnd that you
pay ten cents a yard for. Make the
bed spread In the shape of a wide
sheet, slashed at the lower corners so
that It will hang over the foot and
sides of the bed nicely. About the I know a funny little boy,
The happiest ever born;
edge of the bedspread put a broad Hia
face I like a beam of Joy,
band of fadeless red or blue cotton
Although hi clothe are torn
cloth. Above tnls band which should
haw htm tumble on hi noae.
be about six Inches wide draw a deAnd waited for a groan;
sign of a winding vine and small teu- - But
how he laughed! Do you auppose
arlllB and leaves. This should be close
He tri-hie funny honeT
to the band. Chaln-stltcthe design
In fadeless cotton the same color as There' sunshine In each word he apeak.
His laugh la something grand
the band.
Its ripple overrun his cheek
Like waves on snowy sand.
A dresser scarf and pillow valance
or shams are made in the same way, He laugh
the moment he awakea
as are the covers for cushions, trunk.
And till the day
done;
The schooloom for a Jokt; he take
HI lessons are "lust fun!"
No matter how the day may go

CAT'S LONG TRIP
The story of a notable Journey of
a cat from Kingston. Surrey, England,
to Its former home at Glastonbury, In
Somersetshire, a distance of about 133
miles, Is now told. I i April last a
cat, mottled gray and described as
half Persian In breed, was sent from
Qastonbury, where It had been reared, to the matron of the Kingston
Nuralng home. It waa sent In a packing case drilled with air holes and obviously the animal bad no opportunity
of marking the points of Its Journey.
Soon after arrival at Kingston the cat
waa lost and despite the most diligent
searching, no trace of It could be

k

1

You cannot make h'm cry;
He' worth a dosen boys I know
Who pout and mope and tgh.

QUEER

OF CHINESE

METHODS

Pound or Pint Varies as It May Suit
Merchant's Fancy Way of Counting Person's Age.

Vv

She Ah, dearest one, when
are gone I shall pine away.
He-- Tut! tut! Spruce up.

yo

--

TO NEGLECT

IT IS CRIMINAL

THE SKIN

AND

HAIR

Think of the suffering entailed by
The Chinese rejoice in a wonderful
in every detail. neglected skin troubles mental beFor Instance, a pound or pint varies cause of disfiguration, physical beas It suits the merchant's fancy. In cause of pain. Think of the pleasure
some parts you get half or a quarter of a clear skin, soft, white handa, and
as much as you do in others for the good hair. These blessings, bo essensame price and measure. Then, again, tial to happiness and even success in
their way of calculating distance does life, are often only a matter of a little
not at all tally with Euclid. For in- thoughtful care In the selection of
stance, you are told from A to B Is effective remedial agents. Cuticura
four miles, but from B to A is eight Soap and Ointment do so much for
miles. If you ask bow this Is possible, poor complexions, red, rough harls,
you are told it depends from which and dry, thlu and falling hair, and cost
end you start. If you start from A It ao little, that It is almost criminal not
Is down hill, so much easier to walk;
to use them. Although Cuticura Soap
whereas, starting from B, you have to and Ointment are sold everywhere, a
walk up bill, which is much more ex- postal to "Cuticura," Dept. 21 L, Boa-toerting and fatiguing in fact, It is the
will secure a liberal sample of
same as walking a longer distance each, with
booklet on skin
on even ground.
This form of arguscalp treatment
ment always amuses nearly as much and
as the way the Chinese have of countIt's humillatlnK to discover that the
ing a person's age by tens. "My mothdespise us never
er," they will tell you, "Is 30 (or 40). folks who we Imagine
When she leaves 30 she Is getting even think of us!
near 40. Should we all like to be told
that, I wonder?"

talent for inaccuracy

PAINT MADE FROM CACTUS

did tuin

on

XefS
When traveling through the rural
districts of Uruguay one's attention Is
attracted to the fine white color of Pretty Bedroom Set for Girl's Room,
the farm buildings, even during the
wet season. To obtain this neat A- shoe box and window seat. Even the
is used which is window curtains may be made of the
ffect a whitewash
made with the sliced leaves of the muslin, trimmed in the seme way as
common cactus, macerated In water the rest of the set, with pleasing efMM3BsMsbM
for 24 hours, producing a solution of fect. As tin s covers can be tubbed
creamy consistence; to this lime Is frequently, a girl may have a fresh
A raffle where one has a chance to win a live baby la certainly something
unusual, and yet, strange as it may sound, one occurred recently in Paris. The added and well mixed. When applied and immaculately clean room ail the
management of a foundling hospital, with the consent of the authorities, de- to any surface, be It of wood, brick, time.
material, a beautiful
Another pretty set of bed room
cided to raffle all the babies whose parents could not be traced up. The in- iron or other appearance
is produced, covers is made of a striped cotton
pearly white
come of this raffle was divided among different charity institutions.
which will endure through storms and stuff. Avoid dark colors Pale pink,
frosts for many years.
lavender and light brown make up a
harmonious whole which is pleasing
A
ON
SKYSCRAPER
PYRAMID
SQUIRREL'S WONDERFUL LEAP
FANTASTIC WORK OF NATURE In effect. The bed spread if made of
striped or colored material should
It Is said that every species of tree
have a broad valance, reaching from
squirrel seems capable of a sort of
the edge of the top of the mattress
rudimentary flylnt, or at least of makto the floor. The window curtains,
ing itself Into
parachute so as to
pillow, box and trunk covers may be
break a fall.
made of the same, as also the cushOne naturalist tells of an occasion
ion tops. But the dresser top should
when his dog treed a red squirrel In
always be In white.
a tall hickory that stood on the side
of a steep hill. To roserv. what the
NEW PLAYTHING IS INVENTED
squirrel might do when closely pressed the Investigator climbed the tree.
Little Flyer Can Be Used Indoors or
The little fellow took refuge in the
in Open Air It Is Quito Easy
topmost branches, and then, as the
of Construction.
naturalist approached, boldly leaped
Into the air, spread himself upon it,
This little flyer can be used outand, with a quick, tremulous motion
doors or indoors. It is so light that it
of his tail and legs, descended quite
will not mar the ceiling. Out of doors
slowly and landed upon the ground
it will attain a height of twenty live
thirty feet below, apparently none the
feet and upward and sail about for
worse for the leap, for be ran with
some time. The total cost is but one
great speed and escaped up another
cent. All that is used of any value
The stone roof of the Bankers Trust tree.
in the construction Is a piece of raffia,
Company building, at the northwest
A traveler in Mexico relates a still
It would not be easy to guess cor- 28 Inches long, which may be found
corner y? Nassau and Wall streets. more striking instance of the power rectly what
the object is that Is here around the houae or purchased for
New York City, shown in the picture of squlrre's, partly to neutralize the pictured.
reality it is a piece of
In
to be ncarlng completion, is said by effect of the force of gravity when the root of a holly tree and was found one cent. Cut It into10 the following
lengths: One piece
inches long,
the architects to be something of an leaping through the air.
growing In a granite quarry in Vir- one piece 11 inches long, and two
experiment In design and construcIt appears that some boys bad ginia. As photographed It is quite un- pieces 3 Inches long. Find the midtion. There is no other of the kind In caught
squirrel nearly as changed by man's hand.
a
piece and make a
dle of the
existence.
The pyramid contains large as black
a
cat.
It had escaped from
hole In it with a. knitting needle. One- twenty-thre- e
steps, each 3 feet
Inches high by
foot 4 Inches wide. them once by leaping sixty feet from BOY AND EAGLE IN BATTLE
Total height or pyramid. 94 feet f the top of a pine tree, am' this had
Inches. The dimensions of its base led some of the lads to declare that
Elmer Peterson, fifteen years old,
are 70 by 69 reel. The restorations of the creature was bewitched. To test living four miles west of Little Falls,
the Mausoleum of Hallcarnassus gen- the matter the toys wanted to throw Minn., had a bard battle with an eagle
erally show this type of superstruc- the squirrel down a precipice several and was saved from serious injury
hundred feet deep.
ture
only by the arrival of a brother. The
The traveler Intervened to obtain boy had shot the bird, which was in
fair play for the squirrel. The pris- a tree. The eagle fell to the ground
USE SALT ON ROADS
oner was conveyed in a pillow case and immediately went at the boy with
to the edge of the cliff, and then let
The bird's claws became
As a general rule the roads in and out, that he might take the choice be- its talons.
In the boy's clothing and the
fastened
around French towns are tarred at tween captivity and the terrible leap. lad was unable to free himself. Elthe commencement of the summer In
The squirrel looked down the abyss, mer was badly frightened and his
order to abate the dust nuisance. It and then backward and sideways, his strength was giving out when hi
tar,
has, however, been found that
eyes glistening, bis form crouching. brother arrived and killed the eagle
although excellent In the case of
Seeing no escape except in front, he with a club. The bird measured five
macadamized roads. Is of little or no
Little Flyer.
'
a flying leap into space, and But- - feet across the wings.
value where car lines exist and paved took
half inch from each side of this bole
street crossings Intersect the roads
bend the raffia back so that the ends
in every direction, a tarring canDOt
meet; fasten them with a piece of
be carried out on stones.
fine wire, having it long enough so
The authorities, basing their action
hygrometrlcal
that the end can be beut into a small
on the
pieces and
hook. Take the
properties of common salt, have made
one on each side with a thread
fasten
a test of its value In laying the dust.
j
Twenty yards of roadway have been
and a little glue, near the front, as
the diagram show.
xprlnkled liberally with salt and then
If the results are
watered freely.
satisfactory salt will be used throughJanitor Waa Senaitlve.
The Janitor In a Milwaukee school
out the 'own of Havre, It being Imgave up his place the other day. When
possible to tar the majority of the
streets, as they are paved with rough
asked what was the trouble he said:
"I'm honeat, and I won't stand being
stono blocks
auapected. If I find a pencil or handkerchief about tli" school whn I'm
MOUSE
WORK
THE
MADE
sweeping i hand or put it up. Every
little while the teacher, or some one
met-'talaverago
runs
16.090
nic ise
The
that is too cowardly to face mo. will
energetic
ers a day. and c
give me a slur. Why, a little while
to ruu 29.000
jects have been I
seen wrote on the board, 'Find
ago
meters iu a perioi of 24 hours. With
common multiple.' Well. I
least
the
power
of
the
tation
util
a view to the
cellar to garret for that
from
looked
of mice, an lnvi otor constructed a
I
wouldn't know the
multiple
and
wire drum revolvl ig ou an axle The
I met It.
Last night, in big
If
thing
power rendered b the mice rau a
writing on the blackboard, it said.
city's
of
supply
decided
of
the
Calcutta
that
authorities
ago
long
the
Not
spinning
The
flax
tie
was four drinking waver waa Insufficient, so they ordered the construction of a great res- 'Find the greatest common divisor.'
ductlon ef linen
I says to myself, 'both of them
pounds for five days of mouse labor. ervoir at Tallah, a suburb. Thle has been completed in the form of a tank Well.' are lost now. and I'll be acthings
2,000,000
Is
In
321
of
six
gallons
capacity
a
feet
The Inventor of the machine died be- of steel and teakwood with
cused of ateallng 'em. so I'll quit"
square, 16 feet deep, and la elevated 110 feet above the ground.
fore perfecting his Invention.

:w

11-ln-

1

Calcutta's Big Water Tank

m

u

sub-now- n

1

pro-threa-d

BADINAGE.

h

The matron of the nursing home
baa received a letter from Glastonbury stating that the cat has found Its
way back to Ht old home. It arrived emaciated and footsore and apparently had walked the whole of the
The letter describes the
133 miles.
cat on its arrival as "a mere shadow
of Its former self," and expresses the
terribly
weak
belief that although
through its wanderings, It can be
nursed back to a healthy condition.

.,

BOTANICAL

1

found.

well-know- n

cigar fresh from th
A hand-mad- e
Uble, wrapped In foil, thus keeping
A fresh cigar
fresh nntll smoked.
made of good tobacco la the Ideal
smoke. The old, well cured tobacco
used are ao rich In quality that many
who formerly smoked 10c cigars now
moke Lewis' Single Binder Straight
Sc.
Lewis' Single Binder coata the
dealer some more than other 5c cigars,
but the higher price enables this factory to uae extra quality tobacco.
There are many imitations; don't b
fooled. Thero is no substitute! Tell
the dealer you want a Lewis "Single
Binder."

n,

e

TRICK
By

WITH

LINES

STRAIGHT

BILIOUS

Adding Two Dots Sentence of
Eight Words Can Be Made How
It Is Done.

TRY A BOTTLE OF

Jane Here are six ones (writing on
a piece of paper) thus:
Jessie How pretty they look. Like

HOSTETTER'S

II HI

Stomach Bitters

I

Six

Straight Lines.

Nothing can upset

a row of peoplo standing outside the
pit of a theater.
Jane (patiently) Can you, with two

dots, make an
out of them ?

Jessie
Jane

eight-wor-

your health quicker or
make you feel more
miserable than a lazy

sentence

d

No; how is It done?
Like thts (writes):
11-11-

liver but remember
the Bitters prevents all
this by toning and invigorating the entire
system.

1

1

Solution of Trlok.
senJessie Is that an eight-wortence?
Isn't that "The
Jane Certainly.
eleventh of November, nineteen hundred and eleven?"
d

Jessie

IT

REALLY DOES THE WORK

The Farmer's

SCIENTIFIC TRICK

FOR

BOYS

How to Perform Apparently Impossi
ble feat of Making Match Hold
L'. a Bottle.

Great Opportunity
II I II
II

I

I

Perhaps some of our boys and girls
have not learned how to take advantage of a great scientific principle, the
operation of which will enable them
to do the apparently impossible feat
of making a match hold up a bottle
which hangB over the edge of a mantel
or shelf of any sort
This Is bow the thing is done. Tie a
string around the neck of the bottle,
In
then tie the two ends together
such a way that a loop will be left
for the Insertion of a match. Place
one end of the match on a shelf:
slip the loop over the other end, then
place that end on top of the cork
of the bottle. You will find that with a
little adjustment of the end of the
match that it rests on the shelf, what
Is called a center of gravity will be
established and the bottle will hang
at a Blight angle, supported only by
the match and string.
Why Paul Was Wisest.
"Who was the wisest man?" asked
the Sunday school teacher of little
Willie.

"Paul," answered Willie in a tone
thut indicated familiarity with the sub
Ject.

"No." said the teacher,

v,aa the wisest

"Solon on

man"

"Well." replied the youthful student
"my pa says Paul was the wisest
'cause he never got married.
Keen Sense of 8mell.
Teacher Johnny, what domestic an
lmal has the keenest sense of smell?
Johnny The skunk, air.

Son's

ins oia Tnrw to become
"Ufwaiiror
your mnenuncer MRin now to
pro pure lor your future

I

na
Sioapemy great
opportunity awaits you In
Manitoba HtukAtcS)imn
or Alberta, where you
cau M i iiir a jYreHoiue-lea- d
or buy landatroa-uouiibl- e
prices.

Mow's theTime
not a year from now,
when land will be bibber. The profits secured

from UM abuudUint crop of
Win-titOat aiid Harley,
as well as cattle raising, are
c.'iusfiuf a steady advance In
priee. Government returns show
that tin, number ol settler
In Went, in Cauta from
the t . InS. waa BO per oent
larger
1910 than the

prcvlou year.
Many farmer have paid
for their land crop.
out of the
of one
Free Homesteads
of 160
acres and pro emptlou
of
lrlil acres at SS.06 an acre.
Fine clliaiut. srrMw!
in.
tfin
.ii
lacillllea,
ow f rdirhtrailway
wa
rates: wcmmL
ter and lumlwr aaatlv JL
tallied.

r'ur pamphlet "I.at Bust West."
particulars us to suitable looatlon
and low settlers' rale, apply to
rlupt of ImutaraUon, Ottawa,
Can., or to Canadian Uot 1 Agent.
W.

H. ROGERS

126 W. Ninth

St. Kant.

City, Mo.

PREVENTION
better than cure. Tutt'a PUI If taken In time
are not only a remedy for, but will prevent
SICK HEADACHE,
biliousness, constipation and kindred disease.

Tuffs Pills

tPiso

THE BEST MEDICINE

Ifor

Couchi

P

WESTERN

Dutch Cap

CANADA

FARMER SECURES
WORLD'S PRIZE
FOR WHEAT

loT

THE

LETTERS

MIXED

Clergyman's Mistake Resulted In
ing Decided Surprise to Dignified Archbishop.

8A8K., FARMER
R08THERN,
THE LUCKY WINNER.

Giv-

One of tht, most amusing stories
which the Hon. Lionel A. Tollemache
tells In "Nuts and Chestnuts," Is that
entitled, "The Wrong Envelope." Mr.
M
, a missionary, shortly
before
leaving England, received two letters
one from Archbishop Talt asking
him to dine, and the other from the
secretary of a religious society, a very
old friend, asking him to preach. He
accepted the archbishop's Invitation,
and at the same time wrote to the
secretary, but put the letters Into the
wrong envelopes.
After the dinner at Lambeth ths
.
archbishop said to him: "Mr. M
do you always answer your dinner Invitations In the same way?"
"I do not understand, your grace."
The letter, which was then shown to
the missionary, ran thus: "You old
rascal! Why did you not ask me before? You know perfectly well that
I shall be on the high seas on the date
you name." London

PURCHASE JEWISH OUTLOOK.
Denver. A number of prominent
gentlemen Identified with Denver's
business and professional interests
have purchased the Jewish Outlook
and will make it the representative
Mississippi states, while heretofore It
baa been only a local paper. The Out- look Is the pioneer Jewish publication
between St. Louts and San Francisco.

Hood's
Sarsaparilla
Cures all blood humors, all
eruptions, clears the complex--

rM.c

n

nrtir.

atria

digestion, relieves that tired
feeling, gives vigor arid vim.

Sir Thomas Shaughnessy of the
nadlan Pacific Railway offered $1,000
When you hear two men talking so
In sold as a prize for the best 100 lbs.
loudly that they can be heard In the
Get it today in usual liquid form o
next block, they are talking about chocolated tablets called Sareataba.
of wheat, grown on the American con- tinent, to be competed tor at the resomething they know nothing about.
In
cent Land Show in New York.
making the competition open, the
Manv dod1 have recedina guma. Rub
donor of this handsome prize showed
Hamlin Wizard Oil on rums and stop the
EASY PAYMENTS
LOWEST PRICES
decay, chase the disease germs with a
his belief in the superiority of CaYou cannot afford to experiment
month wab of a few drops to a spoonful
nadian wheat lands, by throwing the
of water.
untried goods sold by commission agents.
contest open to farmers of all Amer-Catalogues free.
lea, both United States and Canada.
You have a corking good memory THE BRUNSWICK - BALKE - COUENDER COMPART
The United States railways were by
If you don't tell the some story to the 14 West Mala street Oast. B, Oklahoma City, Okie.
no means anxious to have the Ca
same crowd twice. Atchison Globe.
nadian railways represented at the
commentELECTROTYPES
paper
tiStSSSM
show aad a New York
We are apt to speak of a man as
In ffTff&t rariflty for sain at tbe lowest prices by
ing on the results of the competitions
being lucky when he has succeeded
WKnTKIIII HsWHPAI'sTH IMO, lutu Cllj,
says that they were not to be blamed,
where we have failed.
as the Canadians captured the most
important prize of the show.
The winner of this big wheat prize
was Mr. Seager Wheeler of Uosthern,
Public Spirit Run Riot.
Saskatchewan, and its winning has
The heart Is a wonderful double pump, through the
"Our little town o' Blueberryvllle Is
brought a great deal of credit on the right up to date an' about as progresaction of which the blood stream is kept sweeping
'round and round through the body at the rate of seven
district. The winning wheat was the sive an' public speerlted as any town
miles an hour. " Remember this, that our bodies
Marquis variety, and received no more In the state," said Zedeklah Brush, as
without good,
will not stand the strain of over-wor- k
attention from Mr. Wheeler than his he drove over the hills with the sumblood any more than the engine can run smoothpure
very
particuis
a
he
other t'rain, but
mer boarder.
ly without oil." After many years of study in the
lar farmer. His fam is one of the
"Fact Is, some of us think the
active practice of medicine, Dr. R. V. Pierce (ound
n
cleanest and best kept in the
that when the stomach was out of order, the blood
use the tax money a little too
impure and there were symptoms of general breakdistrict, and this year he won freely keepln' pace with the speerlt
down, a tonio made of the glyceric extract of certain
first prize In a good farm competition of progress that seems to be In the
roots was the beat corrective. This he called
which Included every feature of farm- sir nowadays. Here, In the last year
ing and every part of the farm. Last the town hall has had a new roof, an
Dr.
winter Wheeler was a prize winner a new boss shed has been built around
at the provincial seed fair in Regina. the church, an' a new handle put In
Being made without alcohol, this " Medical Discovery " helps the stomach to
Photographed by Underwood & Underwood, N. Y.
Wheeler is a firm believer in sow- the town pump, an' a bridge costln
assimilate the food, thereby curing dyspepsia. It is especially adapted to diseases
ing; clean seed of the best quality proPlum
over
most $200 has been built
Nationality In caps Is one of the striking features of this season's fashattended with excessive tissue waste, notably in convalescence from various
curable, consequently his grain Is crick. The town clock has been put
people and those who are always " catching cold."
fevers, for
ions. This quaint Dutch cap Is made of fine mesh net, embroidered in
by the best far
sought
after
much
in renalr at a cost of $12.60, an'
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser is sent on receipt of 31 one-ceDelft blue. The roses at the ears have no foliage, but on the left side
purposes.
mers for seed
d
book of 1008 pages. Address Dr.
stamps for the French
they've put three dozen new books In
there are ribbon pendants to match in color.
Wheeler Is an Englishman. He Is a the town llberry, an' now they are
R. V. Pierce, No. 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
.;loneer of Rosthern, coming here fif- talkln' of offerln' a firm a bonus o'
ago. In the last six years
$200 to start a pickle factory in the
DESIGN FOR FACE CLOTH BAG LACE CAPS NOW THE FAD teen years
he has done much experimenting, par town.
Once a lot o" selec'men git
ticularly in wheat varieties. His farm
Dainty Woman Will Be Careful to Use for Stored Away Pretty Lacea resembles an experimental farm. A tho progressive fever, an' the tax
2,50, '3.00, '3.50 & 4.00 SHOES
money files. Public speerlt is all right,
Have Separate Receptacle for This
Has Been Found Most Aclong driveway, lined on both sides
Styles, All Leathers, All Sizes and
bills
All
the
to
foot
taxpayers
us
has
but
Most Necessary Utensil.
ceptable Presents.
with trees, leads to a modest house, when It runs riot the way It does hers
Widths, for Men and Women
unasthe home of Wheeler, a modest,
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY
The absolutely dainty girl is espeFor a new purpose girls are turning suming man with the appearance of a In our town." Judge.
FOR OVER 30 YEARS
cially careful of her face cloth. She out their stores of pretty laces and student rather than a man engaged In
workmanship which has made W. L.
The
A
Handhold.
uses It but one day, and in order that looking them over or buying silk net commercial pursuits.
Wanted
Douglas shoes famous the world over b
a
such
heaved
Meandering
Mike
It may not acumulate germs and other and allover lace remnants, to say noth
now
no
free homesteads
There are
maintained in every pair.
companion was
Impurities she is particular to keep it ing of Cluny and Mechlin edges.
to be had in this district, and farm deep sigh that his
If 1 could take you into my large factories
out of the way of them in a bag.
They are making caps. And not for lands are worth from $20 to $40 per moved to ask him what the matter
This bag, like all of the other toilet any mythical grandmamma, either. It acre, which a few years ago were se was.
at Brockton, Mass., and show you how
belongings of the dainty girl, is a is the dainty coiffure of the bonnie cured by their present owners, either
"I was Just thinking about bad
carefully W.L.Douglas shoes are made, you
fetching affair of cretonne, shaped like maid who makes it that is to be
and the wonders of science,"
roads
would then realize why I warrant them
a free gift or purchased at from $5
a correspondence card envelope and crowned with this charming bit of
was the answer. "This earth Is spin$8 per acre.
to hold their shape, fit and look better and
about twice the size of such a recep- vanity. If she has learned the art of
is not many miles from Rosthern, ning round faster'n a railway train
it
wear longer than other makes for the price.
tacle.
making fine and always new needleTh (tannine ha Ye W. T DfinKlaa
where the farmer lives, who secured behind time."
PflllTIDN
I
To make one of these face cloth point lace it 1b probably a theater cap Ithe first prize for wheat last year at
numi. and price stamped on bottom
"Well, we ain't fell off yet."
anoea
All Charges Prepaid.
sent Jsverywnere
bags, cut a paper pattern of a corre- that she is fashioning of the black silk the National Corn Exposition at Co"No. But think of what a convenispondence envelope, enlarge It doubly lace braids which one sees her tack- lumbus and West of Rosthern, about ence It would he if we could have
la thoei tire not ioM In your lown.iw'u iiirfli to
factory. Take measurement! of foot as abown
and lay it upon a piece of cretonne. ing deftly to a stamped pattern.
i moii state nyie aewrea sue inn wiain
150 miles, lives Messrs. Hill and Son, some place to grab on to while de terunity worn ; plain or rap toe beayy, medium
Then cut a similar shape from rubberor uk'H aoie, j ao tn iwgen tno wt
When finished It will be drawn up who won the Colorado 811 ver Trophy, ritory slid" under our feet until de
ortl&r butinetM in the, world.
ized tissue cloth, place the edges of with a cord of the palest, pink tea valued at $1,500, for the best peck of place we wanted to go to come along."
PAIR of my BOYS' 2, SW.60 or
ltltiatrnted Ct Ib Tre. ONE
83.00 sBOEN will positively ont wear
the two materials together, bind them rose silk, and on the left side will be a oats, also awarded at the National
Companion.
Youth's
W. 1.. DOUOUI,
PAIRS of ordinary hoya'ahoaa
TWO
146 Spark St.. Brockton, Mm
with ribbon and join three of the spray of rosebuds of the same delicate Corn Show at Columbus in 1910.
Fast Color Eyoltts Ustd exclusively.
fancy
button, shade, unless, indeed, she is a brupoints together under a
THE TRUTH ABOUT BLUING.
Not contented with the high honors
leaving the fourth edge for the flap, nette. In which case tho cap may have obtained in Us wheat, Canada again
whose point should be equipped with the completing touches of deep, clear, atepped forward into the show ring,
Talk No. 1.
a loop large enough to go over the cardinal cord or ribbons and blossoms. and carried off the Sttllwell trophy
Avoid liquid bluing. 'Every drop of
button.
Another girl is making her friends and $1,000 for the best potatoes on water. Is adulteration. Halt a cent's
The rubber lined envelope is really the most delightful little morning or the continent. This time the winner worth of blue In a large bottle filled
The first difference you'll see when you
the only sanitary receptacle for a face boudoir caps. These are usually of Was a British Columbia man, Mr. with water 1b sold for five cents or 10
shoot Robin Hood Ammunition is the scarcely-noticeab- le
cloth, and It is the only one In which allover lace, like the quaint mob caps Asahel Smith, the "Potato King," of cents In many places.
That means that all the force of
recoil.
a damp rag can be placed safely of Colonial tin, s, but with frills turn- that province. The exhibit consisted
Always use RED CROSS BALL
tho powder Is used to propel tho shot or bullet.
The powder combustion is progrtuiv produces
Even this should not be permitted to ing up and more airy little frills turn of one hundred and one varieties BLUE, the blue that's all blue. A
velocity all along the barrel.
become water soaked, as it inevitably ing down against the wearer's soft drawn from all parts of the province large twe-o- z.
package, all blue, sells
AMMUNITION
will do unless frequently spread out hair, and these, too, are of lace. For aggregating In weight one and a half for 6 cents or
for 10 cents. DeThe kick you notice in other ammunition Is caused
Mot Made
fiat and hung in the sun.
lights the laundress. AT ALL GOOD
by a big sudden explosion that works both forward
a bride of tomorrow she is setting lov- tons.
by a
and backward and leaves no reserve force to follow
At the recent Dry Farming Con- GROCERS.
ing stitches in a most coquettish little
the load from breech to muzzle.
effair to be worn at breakfast, adorn- gress, held at Colorado Springs, and
SMART BIG COATS
No Jury.
Buy R. H. Shot Shells and Metallic Cartridges
ed with a rose of soft, lustrous moon- at which time it was decided to hold
"Didn't you give that man a Jury
from your dealer. Stud for our valuable book of
light blue satin, and with this will go the next Congress at Lethbrldge, In trial?"
ammunition pointers. ,
a demure little reticule of the same 1912, the Province of Alberta made a
"Look here," replied Broncho Bob,
shlmmery satin to be fastened at the wonderful showing of grains, grasses "there ain't a big lot o' men In this
ROBIN HOOD AMMUNITION CO.
belt of the young amateur housewife. and vegetables.
We couldn't possibly git
"At the Congress, Alberta got more settlement.
5th STREET. SWANTON, VT.
start-Itogether
'em
without
of
twelve
prizes and trophies, ten to one. than
argument
fatal
about
sometbln'
a
Waist With Jacket Effect.
Mr.
any state of the Union," said
r
One of the smartest
s
to the Edmonton Bulletin, that bad nothln' whatever to do with
the case." Washington Star.
waists in a dark tone with a vlv.d "We brought back all but the build-lacolor in striking contrast is navy blue
they
offered
us,
ub
and
that
with
Particular Woman.
satin with cardinal -- ed satin The walnt saying we might as well take all that
"She Insisted on having a woman
is made with a jacket effect that has was going. We would have brought
sharp open corner at a high waist It along, too, If we had had a hat car lawyer secure her divorce."
"Why was she so particular?"
line, the front being filled with a vest to put it on. Alberta captured nearlv
"She did not want to go contrary to
of the red satin. This dark blue jack
50 first prizes, 20 seconds, 3 thirds, 9
et has a low round neck, above which cups, 40 medals, 50 ribbons and 2 that portion o the marriage ceremony
there is another round neck of red sat sweepstakes. The grand sweepstake that reads. 'Let no man put asunin, and the yoke and stock are of white prize, for the best exhibit by state or der.' " Judge.
lace. There Is a red lapel over a Ja- province, a magnificent silver cup,
Important to Mothers
bot of white lace, and the short blue was presented to us with much cere--!
Examine carefully every bottle of
sleeves have unders of the red. Pearl mony at a reception to the Canadians CASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for
buttons and red buttonhole effects are In the Empress hotel. The presenta- - infants and children, and see that It
ever
cold
the only trimming.
tlon was made by Prof. Olln, chairBears the
no cooking
made.
man of the Judging committee, and
Signature of
the
on
behalf
of
cup
was
received
the
Coats.
Line
Straight
finish un-equal- ed
produces a gloss
In Use For Over 30 Years
There Is little chance of novelty In province by the Hon. Duncan Mar Children Cry for Fletcher's Caatoria
other.
by
the cut of long Leavy coats made of shall.
double-face- d
fabrics, says the
Two Women.
Precise.
Economist, as the material does
"I'm going to Vassar and try for a
Tbe proofreader on a small middle
not lend Itself favorably to fancy out- western dally was a woman of great degree this year. Better corns along."
line; therefore, the dominant style Is precision and extreme propriety. One
"Thaks, dear, but I'm going to
h
cut with day a reporter
the straight line,
succeeded In getting Keno and try for a decree."
with
cuffs,
large collars, revers and
ce
Into type en Item about "Willie Brown,
Big
fastening. The buttons the boy who was burned in the West
low left-sid- e
Do your share of work each day,
are very large and usually have a sug- end by a live wire." .
for
for 10 cents.
pay your debts, have a little money,
gestion of color in harmony with the
On the following day tbe reporter
talk only when you have something to
"Defiance
trimming effects of the coat
say, and you will assist tbe world In
found on his desk a frigid note asking, "Which Is tbe west end of a growing better.
no
time
boy?"
Gloves Loosened.
TO DKIVK OUT MALARIA
It took only an Instant to reply
Kid gloves that are too tight should
AMI 111 11.11 111' THE SYSTEM
Tak tbe Old Standard UHUVaVS TAHTML1CHB
be folded for a short time in a piece "The end the son sees on, of course."
Tup know what you are taking.
i.
nil.
Manufactarwd by
ivniu
1
Ladles' Home Journal.
Dlalnly Drtnted OB srenr bt.ul
of woolen cloth that has been dipped
the to
bowing
It la .Imply Quinine and Iron In a taatelaas
in hot water and wrung as dry as posur (rows
form, and tbe moat effectual form.
Above Him.
peopla ana cuuurcu. HI cent.
Though much exaggerated in details sible. Wheh the gloves have become
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
say
"You
beneath
she
married
that
easily
contrastbe
warm and damp, they can
of trimming, the big costs of
Even though they are all cast In the
ing colors are smart and fetching. drawn on the bands. Gloves that have her?"
"She certainly did; her father was same mold, the size of a dollar deThese coats are worn over simple lit shrunk in cleaning respond readily to
pends on how many of them you
aviator and her husband a
serge
in
or
mohair
this treatment.
tie trotteur frocks of
have.
not
are
they
In the mornlnKB. though
conaifrn correct for ceremonious
Holiday Bags.
afternoon wear. This coat Is built of
Many of the fancy work bags exa
having
cloth,
good brown duo face
hibited now in preparation for the
reverae in plalded effect. The trim holidays have their draw strings pull
mlnn of this nlald fabric, the big but up through fancy rings of brass or celtons with wooden rims and the huge luloid. These rings can be bought In
patch pockets on the ouuer side of the
the dainty colors at the notion
coat clve the simply cut garment all
counterst Uxmm ugly, arlnly, tray hair. Un "LA CBIOt.fi" HAIR DH stoma. PRIOR, SI.OO, retail.
great style and snap
Ca- -

jj

CAROM and POCKET

BILLIARD TABLES

M

Tlt-Blt-

The Human Heart

Ros-ther-

Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery

thin-blood-

nt

cloth-boun-

W. L. DOUGLAS

c

;

;

A Powder That's Different

z.

ready-to-wea-

Hotc-hkls-

g

j

You Can Depend on

j

Defiance

water starch
The best
Requires
and
and
any

j

Dry-goo-

Makes Shirts, Collars and

Cuffs Look Like New.

full-lengt-

package
Ask
Starch" next
and take

16-oun-

i

'

Y0L

-

Defiance Starch Co.
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following copy of the same, with
the original thereof now on file,
and declare it to be a correct
transcript there from and of the
whole thereof
hav
Given under my hand and the
Great Seal of the Territory of
New Mexico, at the City of SanOne T
ta Fe, the Capital, on this Sec- Lord.
Eie
and
dred
ond day of January, A. D. 1912.
NATHAN JAFFA,

Secretary of New Mexico,

seal
ARTICLES

mp

ion cxp

B. D. Oldh
Franz Wei
C. R. Bost

Calenda

OF INCORPORATION

Of

THE UNION MORTGAGE
COMPANY.
Territory of New Mexico
County of Curry
We, the undersigned citizens
of the United States and citizens
of the respective states hereinafter named, being desirous of
forming a private corporation
under and by authority of the
laws of the Territory of New
Mexico, hereby associate ourselves and have made, signed,
executed and acknowledged the
following articles of incorporation for that purpose:
t.
The name of this corporation
shall be "THE UNION MORTGAGE COMPANY."

Territory of New Mexic
County of Curry.
On this 23rd day of Di
A. D. 1911, before me p
appeared B. D. Oldham
Weisbrod, Charles E. D
R. Bostick, and Ed T. M
me known to be the pers
scribed in and who exec
foregoing instrument i
knowledged that they
the same as their free
deed.
IN WITNESS WHEf
have hereunto set my Y
affixed my official seal,
and year in this certifies

m

...

ana

?icl-- 8

for

of

III- -

Deputy.
Y.

r.

t

A. M., and
t 1 Page 80

my

SH.OH

Ed. T. Massey

i

and

qIwvp written.
II.
Its principal office in this territory shall be located at number Notarial sealj
106 West Grand Avenue, in the
My commission expir
City of Clovis, in Curry County, 18, 1913.
New Mexico; and Charles E. State of Missouri
Dennis, whose postofiice address County of Shelby
is Clovis, New Mexico, is hereby
On this 20 day of D
named and designated as agent A. D. 1911, before me p
of the corporation upon whom appeared W. A. Maupii
process in proceedings against
known to be the person

clovis vjommercia

1

un

Clovis, New Mexico
fcdward Hoering, President
Hp

to

11

Miss Mildred Morgan, Secretary

m(

DIRECTORS:
C.

MERSFELDER.

mc

the corporation may be served.

01

going instrument and
edged that he executed
The objects for which this
his free act and deed
as
poration is formed are as follows:
WITNESS WHE
IN
To lend money on real estate
set my
mortgages,
hereunto
mortgages, chattel
haw
paper
trust deeds, commercial
his certificate first
and bonds; to take and hold real and
abov
property
personal
in
estate and
trust; to buy and discount commercial paper; to buy and sell
bonds, real estate mortgages,
trust deeds, chattel mortgages,
real estate and personal property. It is hereby provided that
State of
this corporation may conduct its County o
business and perform any and
On thi
all acts herein specified in any
A. D. 19
state or territory of the United appearec
States and for such purposes H Oun
may have one or more offices out
the persi
of this territory.
cor-

Clovis Commercial Cnll'
cnooi London, England, probably

the largest Business Collec

m
Schools)

IV.

The amount of the authorized
capital stock of the corporation
is Fifty thousand ($50,000) Dol
lars, divided into Five Hundred
(500) Shares of the par value of
One Hundred ($100) Dollars
each. The amount of capital
stock with which it shall begin
business shall be Twelve Thousand ($12,000) Dollars. All shares

Mm

10th

1Q19

iiliiiiiiiiliiiiitii
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ROFESSIONAL

Death in

tence Imponed
H.

W.

the full

Richeson.

WILLIAMS

City Meat Market
HOUK BROS. Props.
Jf
wBBfKKL We keep constantly
on hand all kinds of
.1

WESTERFIELD
..physician...
North of First

guilt of the premeditated mi
of his former sweetheart.

Nation-- 1

,

.

1V1

T

a

,

...Fresh and Cured Meats...

tence him to death in the elect
ssidence 269 He
chair during the week bt
L. A. DICKMAN, M. 1).

Physician and Surgeon
Opposite Antlers

ffice

I

Hotel

Fit Glasses.

--

Physician & Surgeon.
Tiake a specialty of diseases
le eye. ear nose and throat
.Bid., opposite postoffice.
:e phone 173
Res. 192.
See

Noti(

aUeiratlona of contest, or if
la within that tim
o file in thta of-- f
that, you have served a copy of
o the

the .nUl contestant either
rfflHtcrd mail. If this service

on

hi
Is

delivery of a copy bf your answer

j

.
I

ol

tho name o
future, no

i

tiees to be

.

in his office
CcTr.miaaioncr.
at Clovia,
Mexico, on tiio 8th day of January 1912.

Notice for Public

nir

E3.

H

well-know-

n

attorneys

i

I And off.c

New

THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP

m

C. E. JUSTUS Proprietor
Hot and Cold Baths
112

1-

Notice.
Alter

uie uMiriut bliuiii y
had read Richeson's confession.
Judge Sanderson asked :
"Clarance V. T. Richeson.
When prosperity is the sub- have you anything to say why
ject, the increased deposits sentence of death should not be
in this Bank prove that
The young man apparently
prosperity is here again.
sallowed a hard lump in his
Are you sharing in it? If
at, but without even a shad not," it is possibly because
0w across his face replied:
you are not doing business
"No, sir; nothing further than
have
in a business wa.
stated."
U
Rising, Judge Sanderson pro
We suggest that you open
nounced the death penalty.
rt
a

Probate Court of
county new mexico

5

Money Talks

I

ir

tE MATTER OF A. R.
LEMOINE, DECEASED.

Notice is hereby given,

letters of;

estate of A. R. LeMoine, deceased, were granted to the under- signed by the probate court, of
Curry Couuty, New Mexico on
the 2nd day of January A. D.1912.
All persons
having claims
against said estate are required
to exhibic the same to the undersigned at his cffie in Clovis.
New Mexico for allowance, within one year after the ' date of
thjs publics Hon with necessary
vouchors, or they, will be forever precluded from any benefit of said estate, or said claims
may be fiied in said Probate

Mr. and wlrs. J. Oossett and
family arrived from Roswell last
Wednesday and will make Clovis
their home, Mr. Gossett. has a
position with the Santa Fe.
M. C. Colare of Clovis is visiting friends in Roswell for a short Court.
time.
Dated this 2ndchy of January
.With the prospect before them A. D, 1912.
the farmers should get busy for
. B. D. Oldham,
a big crop this year.
Administrator.
j4-1- 8

Con- -

are hereby

notified that Howard W.
Johnuon, who givos Clay Center, Nebraska, as his
Hi :
mI dress, did on April 20. 1911 file In
this office his duly corroborated application to
con teat and secure the cancellation
of your
load entry, serial no. 07491 made January
7.1910 for sw4 section 14. township 1 north
Meridian,
ft East, N. M. P.
and as
grounds for hl.i contest he alleges that maid
Frank MuMowney has never at any, time estal-ishe- d
liis residence un said land.
Vol
therefore, further notified that the
said alterations will be taken by this office as
having b. on confessed by you. and your said

Start Right, and Stay
Right

Curren, Resistor

or Publication.
.Urlor. USlund ofti
Notice ia hereby .tiven thi
t Ctovia : N M

1011.

by

Date of

the

post- -

Do your banking with the old First
National. We Ivant your business.

fli

Witter
of Clovia.

New

once ioi

ition.

Non

NOTICE FOR l'UBLICATION.

y, Jnme
Holden, Sylvester 0.
ahlon R. White, all of Clovia. N.

Artliur

Curren, Reiriater

The First National Bank

e for Publication.
Non rout land.

Notice
mi,
ad.-

that

on the

Notice of Contest.
Serial No. 07491. Comest 719.
To Frank Muldowney, of Clovia. N, M..
Vuti

V.

I.

Jffc

Telephone No. 33

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jacob J. Willilt. Jacob Grubsugh, both of
niaektower N. M Pete McDaniel. Benjamin F. Hall, both of Clovis. N. M.
a31-o- 5
Arrhnr E Ourren. Register

Dat of fii

Non roal land.
of the Interior

J

,

American Bank
Trust Company

Non-co-

1

i

j

v

aud this
potma.it- -

nt

vv

remarked tonight that Judge
Sanderson's
action might have
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
an echo in the Supreme court on
Phone 104
the ground that a jury alone
could
accept such a plea.
Office over Skidmore Drug Store
As Richeson was called to the
bar.Clerk Manning said;
FRANK B. GRANT
"Clarence V. T. Richeson, this
indictment
charges you with murATTORN
in the first degree. On N
der
Practice in All Courts
officers will gladly show you
ember 14, you pleaded not guilty
md Contest Cases Given Spe- to it. Do you desire to retract
the benefit of such an accial Attention.
that plea?"
tion.
Office with J. S. Fitzhugh.
"Yes, sir," replied Richeson.
"What ay you to the indictNotice for Publication,
ment?" the clerk asked.
land.
"Guilty,." was the repiy, withDeparment of the Interior. V. 8. Land Onti
' r i. oumrier.
iu. ovemor is. ivil.
&
Notice is hereby griven that John .1. I.ddv out a change in tone.
1906
f Clovia. N. M.. who. on Juna
mad
"The only penalty provided by
lomoatcad enUy serial No. 08202 for aouili
CAPITAL $30,000.00
ttflt quarter,
Mction 6 Ownahip
noith
Judge Sanderson said,' CLOVIS,
anae ft en.it. New M P meridian, has filed law,"
N. MEXICO
notice of uitontioito make float
"for murder in the first degree
proof to establish claim to the land above described before Wm. J.Curren. United States is death. Have you pleaded guil-five-ye-

Depr-tme-

l. J ( '

..

maintained a residence on nor cult

ed mail, proof

I

was not yet finished.
Richeson's counsel said after
Lthe proceedings that an appeal
for executive clemency would be
made and that every effort would
be made, to obtain life IftiprJ
tnent instead of death as the
punishment.
Some

DR. W. G. DRAKE

where the copy

109 South Main Street

the court
room there was a tract' Of lift

Dr. D. D. Swearingin

m

displaying rc
stoicism, the young
appeared to those wh(
the little court room as i
While

Of Clovis
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It Means Health

For the Child
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HEN you get In a tight place
and everything goea agalnat
seem aa If you could not hold
Jte longer, never give up then.
Juat tba plao. and
tlde'U turn.
-- Harriet Baeohar Btowe.

f

a Hula mora aa rned than spent,
to an h nnest breast
o' clad con
And ao, though skies m
or amlle.
Be diligent div i.v .1
(Uwarda hU great you attar a while,
If you juat keep working away.
And

to bring
bAaura
blaming

)n

HINTS

WINTER DE8ERT8.
The steamed puddings are the favorites when the days grow cold and
outdoor exercise helps us to digest
more hearty food. Here Is one that la
not expensive but Is wholly delicious:
Indian Pudding. Scald a quart of
milk, then add a cup of corn meal:
stir until scalded, then add another
quart of milk, a cup of suet, a cup of
raisins, two beaten eggs and a cup
and a fourth of brown sugar. Bake,
stirring constantly at first. Bake
three hours.
French Fruit Pudding. Add a cup
of molasses to a cupful each of suet
and sour milk. 81ft two cups of flour
with one and a half teaspoonfuls of
soda, a half teaspoonful of cloves, half
a teaspoonful of salt and a teaspoon of
dominion. Mix well; then add
s
of a cup of flour mixed with
a cup and a fourth of raisins, three-fourth-s
of a cup of currants. Turn
into a buttered mold and steam, four
hours. Serve with Sterling sauce.
Sterling Sauce. Cream a half cun
of butter, add a cup of brown sugar
gradually, a teaspoon of vanilla and
four tablespoonfuls
of cream.
Add
the milk and flavoring very slowly to
prevent the sauce from separating.
Fig Pudding. To a third of a pOund
of chopped suet add a half pound of
flga, two and a third
cups of stale bread crumbs are soaked
In a half cup of milk and added; then
add two
eggs, a cup of
sugar, and three-fourthof a teaspoonful of salt. Mix well and steam
three hours. Serve with Yellow
sauce.
Yellow Sauce. Beat two eggs until
very light, add a cup of sugar gradually and continue basting; then flavor
with a teaspoon of vanilla. A half
cup of orange Juice and a little grated
find Instead of the vanilla makes a
delightful sauce.
Orange Puffs. Cream a third of a
cup of butter, add a cup of sugar, two
beaten eggs, a half cup of milk, one
and a half cups of flour and two
of baking powder. Flavor
with orange and use the yellow sauce
with the orange flavor.

I

three-fourth-

finely-choppe-

T

d

well-beate-

s

ON

TABLE SETTING.
Mm

The old Unas. "Order Is heaven's
first law," are never more appropriate than when used In reference to
Exact military
table arrangement.
precision Is the first requirement after
neatness.
Place the slienco cloth. If you possess one, with the nap up, and draw It
straight and even. A very good silence cloth may be made from a
smoothly woven bed spread that has
outlived Its usefulness.
Lay the ironed tablecloth with the
middle fold In the center of the table. See that the ends and corners
are even.
Place every dish and piece of silver
In soldier like order. Turn no dishes
upside down. Care in setting a table
contributes much to the comfort of
the family.
In serving anything that Is passed
by the waiter, It should be set down
at the right of the person served.
When removing plates or brushing
crnmbs It should be done from the
left.
When passing food to each person
It should be passed on his left, so
that the right hand may be free to
accept the food.
When removing dishes of a course
dinner, all dishes from each place
should be taken first, thtn the meat
and vegetable dishes.
Food and dishes are removed from
the left.
A waitress should never pile her
tray with dishes; one service Is sufficient to remove at one time.
Plain white dishes are always genteel, and If one Is broken can be easily replaced.
A small centei piece of white lace
or embroidery with a fern dish of
green or a small vase of flowers will
add greatly to the charm of a well-laitable.
Fruit centerpieces or one appropriate to the character of the dinner
given may be arranged without especial geftlus.

WAV
,

ids
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The fellow who goes around looking
for trouble generally meets somebody
who takes him at his word.
MnC Wtnstow's Soothing Bymp for Children
teething, suftena the gum, reduces Inflammation, allays pain. aunt wind colic, SUn a bottle.

It isn't until a man reaches the ag

Just received from Havana, shows
THIS photograph,
from the harbor. The workmen are engaged

AMERICA TO RULE

except happiness.

CHOICE CAKES.
This homely pork cake Is one that
will keep for weeks and be better for
ItB age. It Is a fruit cake, not too expensive for everyday use.
Pork Cake. Put a cup of salt pork
through the meat chopper, add a cup
of boiling water and let stand for an
hour. Cook together for three hours
very slowly two cups of chopped dried
apple, a cup of molasses with a teaspoonful of cloves, two of cinnamon
and a few gratings of nutmeg. Add a
half cup each of currants and raisins,
a little citron, If liked, and flour to
make a batter not too thin. Add to
the flour, and sift several times, a
teaspoonful each of soda and baking
powder. Mix all together and add
eggs before the flour
three
Is added.
White Loaf Cake. Cream a half
cup of butter, add a cup of sugar, two
cups of flour sifted with two
of baking powder, a half cup
of sweet milk, flavoring and the
whites of two eggs. Bake in a loaf.
A Choice Layer Cake. Cream a half
cup of butter, add a cup and a half
of sugar and a half cup of sweet milk,
two cups ot flour, flavoring and the
whites of eight eggs. Bake in layers.
This will make one large cake of five
layers or two cakes may be made by
.using different filling.
s
Cake Cream
Hickory nut
of a cup of butter, add two cups
uf sugar, a cup of milk, a little at a
lime, adding three cups of flour sifted with two teaapoonfuls of baking
eggs and a
powder, three
cup of nut meats. Bake In a large
flat pan.
Chocolate Cake For a simple, easy
and satisfactory cake to make, this Is
a winner. Cream a fourth of a cupful
.of butter, add a cup of brown sugar,
one egg, a cup and a fourth of flour,
a fourth of a cup of jcur milk, a teaspoonful of vanilla and a half tea
poon of soda. Two squares of chocolate (Baker's) dissolved In a half cup
the last thing.
of hot water add-sBake In two layers. Put together with
well-beate- n

two-third-

well-beate-

HOil

beaten,

ot flour
der and
the is

Davld'a aongs had ne'er been aung
MORE

The oyster season is well opened,
and now they are as reasonable In
price as they will be.
Oyster Rolls. Cut a pint of oysters
in halves and parboil one minute, add
a half teaspoon of salt, a dusting of
cayenne, a teaspoonful of lemon Juice,
a teaspoon of minced parsley or a
grating of nutmeg and a half cup of
thick cream sauce. Remove the
cruBt from half a dosen French rolls,
brush Inside and out with butter and
fill with the prepared oysters, replace
the covers and set in a hot oven for
ten minutes. Serve very hot.
Broiled, Smoked Finnan Haddie
Cover a piece of smoked haddte or salmon with boiling water; let stand
minutes and then drain. Broil
about fifteen minutes over coals or
under the gas flame, and serve with
eclipse sauce.
Eclipse Sauce. Heat a tablespoon-fu- l
of butter and add a tablespoonful
of flour; cook a minute. Add a cup
of water and stir until thickened. Season with salt and cayenne, pour on
egg; add a
to a
ot lemon Juice and reheat
carefully. A cucumber stewed and
added to this sauce makes a delicious
addition.
Oyster and Grapefruit Salad. Par-boone and a half pints ot oysters;
drain, cool and remove the tough
muscle. Cut three grape fruit in
halves crosswise, remove pulp and
drain. Mix oysters with the pulp and
season with six tablespoonfuls of tomato catsup, four tablespoonfuls of
the grape fruit Juice, a tablespoonful
of salt. Refill grape fruit skins with
Garnish with curled celery
mixture
and chill before serving.
flf-te- n

table-spoonf-
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One on the Captain.
A woman who was about to

cut up for

start

on a trip to the southern part of the
world was advised to be sure to look
for the equator. On board the vessel,
she approached the captain and told
him she would he greatly obliged if he
would point out the equator to her.
After a while be told her they were
drawing near, and gave her the use
of his telescope. Pulling a hair out
of his bead, be held It in front of the
"There Is
Wt'll telescope and said to her:
the equator. Can you see it?" "Oh,
yes. yes." said she. excitedly, "and
ater there's a camel on 111" Harper's
Weekly.

CLERK CAUSES NEW ELECTION
Morrlstown (N. J.) Must Vote Again
on Commission Form of Rule
Owing to Error.

GET NEW REVOLVERS

London Officers Are Belnq Armed With

Latest

"When the British fleet ceases to
New Dean of St. Paul Sees This patrol
the ring fence around AustraCountry Supreme.
lia and New Zealand the "yellow man'
will soon make short work of the trade
unionist, and in England It will be as
PERIL bad. When Englishmen cease to outYELLOW
OF
VISION
work and outsell other nations, the
working classes must emigrate
or
starve."
Great
In
Declares
Address
Dr. Inge
Britain Is Rapidly Becoming ExANOTHER GOOD WINSTED YARN
hausted of Her Coal Supply
and Good Labor la Scarce.
Eggs for Breakfast Are Cooked on
Way From Nest to Owner's House
London. A grim picture of the deby Means of System of Pipe.
visa
empire,
with
BrltlBh
cline of the
ruling
powei
ion of America as the
Wlnsted, Conn. B. E. Moore, of this
In the industrial nations of the world place, claims to have the most
peril"
"yellow
of
the
shadow
and the
hen house In the world. The
hovering over all, has been painted framework of the building la of pipes,
St.
by Dr. Inge, the :.ew Dean of
which are filled with steam and au
Paul's.
tomatlcally keep the house at an evet
said,
century,"
he
"The nineteenth
temperature and act as a brooder
Diocesan
in addressing the Women's
eaves empty Into a storage tank
The
association, "was In many ways the from which the water Is piped to a
most remarkable century since the trough automatically, regulated.
beginning of history. During that cenAn alarm clock In a room over the
tury the United Kingdom collected a hennery releases a lever at feeding
million people time and allows lufflclent grain for
population of forty-sion two small Islands That was done one feeding to descend through a pipe
while Englishmen were making Eng- into the feeding basins. In the bot
land the workshop of the world. Great tom of each nest Is an opening with
Britain has enjoyed certain exception- a trap door through which the eggs
al advantages, of which they have as they are laid drop Into a pipe
made the fullwst use, but some of leading into Moore's home. As they
these arb passing away Inevitably and pass down from this pipe they are
others are being wantonly sacrificed.
automatically rubber stamped with
"America is already, and must be the date.
far more decisively in the future, the
At breakfast time each morning
center of the world's commerce. Eng- steam is turned into the pipe and the
land Is no longer the most favored na- eggs are cooked as they pass from
tion geographically. Its coal supply the hennery to the house.
with criminal
la being exhausted
recklessness, labor Is no longer very
Throws Money to Crowd.
good and is becoming extremely high.
New York. Johanna Laschky was
The twentieth ceutury Is spendthrift arrested when she persisted in throwheir to the nineteenth, while the Jap- ing money to a crowd on the street.
anese and the Chinese workman la Johanna said she had only a short
content with a third of the European's time to live and wanted to be rid of
her change when she died.
wage.
x

FISH DISHES.

well-beate- n

POLICE

li-e-

If griefs hla heart had never ,wrung.

ONEY la an article which
may be uaed aa a universal
puaspuii to everywhere except heaven,
and a universal provider of everything

how the wreckage of the Maine Is being
In cutting off the battleship's big crane.

of discretion that he discovers he can
have a good time without suffering for
It tbe next morning.
Dr. Pierce'.! Pellets, small,
to take as candy, regulate and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels and cure
constipation.
sugar-coate-

d

And

W&MEQtWSmMKBKH
Anyone wishing to make a trial of this
remedv before buying It In the regular
way of a druggist at fifty cents or one
dollar a large bottle (family else) ran
have a sample bottle sent to the homa
free of charge by simply addressing Dr.
W. B. Caldwell. 201 Washington St..
Montlcello, 111. Your name and address

liE heavier the croaa the heart
ier prayer;
The bruiaed herbs most fragrant are;
If wind and aky were always fair,
The sailor would not watch the star:
mm ma

and
ot

Automatie
Guns.

In a short time

Decidedly Novel.
Ella It was a novel proposal.
Stella What did he say?
Ella That he begged the proud
privilege of getting up mornings to
build the fire for me.

London
for swift
footed and pugnacious burglars. This
week the metropolitan police received
from the Home Office the first conSome Undertaking.
signment of automatic revolvers, and
Tbe official undertaker of a small
In the future at least tw
thousand town was driving through the county
"bobbles" will not depend upon a fleet on one of his regular missions. A
foot and trusty fist to capture and subwoman came out to the gate of a farm
due malefactors.
yard and hailed him.
The new revolver Is an automatic
"I don't seem to recall your name,
gun of American design and carries mndam," he said.
nine cartridges, which can be fired In
"That'e funny!" she said.
7t ain't
five seconds. An extra magazine holdbeen more'n a year and a half ago
ing eight shells will be carried, so the since you undertook my first husnext policeman who Is compelled to band."
besiege an anarchist will be able to
fire seventeen shots at a range of 200
Resigned.
yards before calling for the aid of the
The sick man bad called his lawyer
military. The weapon will be carried "I wish to explain again to ynu."
t 1
under the policeman's tunio, and owing he weakly, "about willing mj
"
shape
bulge
no
Its
flat
to
there will be
to betray Its presence. The men wiU
The attorney held up his hand reasbe armexl gradually, the first to re- suringly.
"There, there," said he,
ceive guns being those on special de- "leave that all to me."
patrolmen
on
danstationed
tails and
The sick man sighed resignedly. "I
gerous beats.
suppose I might as well," said he,
It is believed that In time the whole turning upon his pillow. "You'll get
force will be armed. No provision ha
It, anyway."
yet been made for the arming of the
city police, but it Is known that a numHusband Was Willing.
ber of tlit men have bought, guu at
The Scot has no monopoly ot domestheir own expense and are carrying tic felicity, aa many a piquant parathem with the full approval of their graph bears witness. The other day
superiors.
an old farmer and hi: wife were "doing" the sights of a provincial town,
Trolley Strikes Dear.
and, among other places, they visited
WaTerbury. Conn. A trolley car a panorama of South Africa.
from New Haven narrowly missed bewere extremely Interesting wrecked In a collision with two ingThe views
and the couple were enjoying
buck deer near Cheshire.
to the full. As scene after
The deer were crossing the track themselves
passed, the woman's enthusiscene
came
car
along
high
when the
at
asm increased, and at length, turnspeed.
One of the deer got clear ot the ing to her husband, she exclaimed:
"Oh, Sandy, this is really splendid.
car, but the other was slower and his
sutlers scraped the side, giving the I could Jlst sit here all my days."
Ah. weel, Jennie, woman," replied
passengers a Jolt and leaving a gash
Bandy, to the mirth ot those sitting
15 feet long In the woodwork.
near, "Just sit you still there; I'll not
grudge the saxpence."
London.

will cease to be a paradise

jr-ty-

Predicted War in Turkey

Hoja Paraded Streets Prophesying
Disaster When Dogs of Constantinople Were Slaughtered.
Morrlstown, N. J. After winning a
by
a
eleven
bare
fought
battle
hard
Paris. A curious prophecy, made a
votes for the commission form of gov- year or so ago,
is recalled In letters
ernment the advocates of that plan from Constantinople,
received here.
have discovered that their victory was One of the first "reforms" undertaken
hollow.
The county clerk used the by the new regime In Turkey was the
wrong number In referring on the of- clearance of the streets of all
tbe
ficial ballot to the law authorising a legions of dogs which from time Imcommission government and thus memorial have acted as scavengers,
made the election Illegal. It Is de- and lent a local color of their own to
clared.
Constantinople
The manner of their
County officials would be Inclined destruction was an almost unexamto proceed as If the amendment had pled method of heartless cruelty.
been adopted by the referendum exBoatloads of the animals were carcept for the fact that sich procedure ried to a small, barren, deserted
might make future bond Issues ques- island or tbe Marmora named Oxia.
tionable and thus Injure the county
and were there left under the pitiless
credit
sun without food or water, to starve
to death or devour each other. OthMAN UNCOVERS GLACIAL ICE ers were thrown Into a sort of natural
pit formed by tbe walls of the city
Oregonlsn, Digging Grave, Strikes and the rocks, and also abandoned to
slow torture. A European who could
Large Body Several Feet
not credit the story went himself to
Below Gravel Bad.
look at the pit, and to this day shud
Klamath Falls, Ore. While William ders at the remembrance of the fearful sight he saw.
McCully was digging gravel In
Tbe Turks are usually kind to aniCanyon recently be was surprised to encounter a body of glacial mals, and when this atrocity became
Ice several feet below the surface of known an old UoJa went through the
the gravel bed. Be took some of tbe
cakes Into Merrill, where It was devet on the City of the Many
clared to be Ice of good enough quality, save for tbe presence of mall
stones and pebbles. Thirteen year
ago what Is supposed to be the same
body of Ice was uncovered, but It became covered, and not until this recent discovery was It supposed to be band of' the Bulger would strike
its heavy blow" et the call of the dogs
aUll in existence.

easy

For more than two years no Turk has
ever landed at Oxla, and the fishermen give a wide berth to the tomb
of the dogs, while those who remember the words of the Hoja are In terror lest the Bulgar army should come
In at the breach In the wall of Yedl
Ktileh, which served as the death pit
for the last of the Constantinople
scavengers.
Dog Stops Runaway.
Chicago. Queen, a yellow bulldog
owned by Harry W. Oammon, manager of the Oammon Express and Van
company, 14S4 h'orth Clark street, performed the spectacular feat ot stopping a runaway horse In North Clark
street tbe other afternoon after the
driver bad been thrown to the pavement and Injured.
William Schreiber, 88 years old.
1408 North Maplewood avenue, manager of a sewing machine company, 14
North Wabash avenue, was thrown
out of the buggy whon It was struck
and overturned by a car and the horse
dashed south on Clark street, dragging the vehicle after it.
Tbe bulldog leaped at the horse's
head and caught tbe bridle In Its teeth,
holding on until the animal stopped.

Bui-lard- 's

Mr. Davis Gives College 9100,000.
Cumberland. Md. It was announced
at a special meeting ot the trustees of
the Davis and Elkins College, of Ei- -
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THE LITTLE WIDOW
Mighty Good Sort of Neighbor to
Have.

"A little widow, a neighbor of mine,
when
persuaded me to try Grape-Nut- s
my stomach was so weak that It
would not retain food of any other
kind," writes a grateful woman, from
Ban Bernardino Co., Cal.
"I had been ill and confined to my
bed with fever and nervous prostration for three long months after the
birth of my second boy. We were In
despair until the little widow's advice
brought relief.
food from the
"I liked Orape-Nut-s
beginning, and in an Incredibly short
time it gave me such strength that I
was able to leave my bed and enjoy
my three good meals a day. In S
months my weight increased from 95
to 113 pounds, my nerves had steadied
down and I felt ready for anything.
My neighbors were amazed to see me
gain so rapidly, and still more so
when they heard that Grape-Nu- t
alone hud brought the change.
boy had eczema very
"My
appetite)
bad la
bs and
entire!)
if Grape-ace- .
peevish
He
Nuts, v
improv,
the eo-i- e
is fat
soma d
and rot
?kln. T
,

sek,

book. "The Road to
I

suc

I

B. Elkins.

me late olaphslc

ate am
nateraa)1

m time
nm
a,

so
U

idan and those of his staff who would
surely recognize )ou were expected
back before this, and may appear at
any moment yet how can you get
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SYNOPSIS.
Th story ipenn
at a critical (tags

In a ConfeUerate tnt
.f the Civil War. Gen.
to Capt. Wayne an Important
Accompanied by
Ssnrgt. Craig, an old army acout Wayne
starts on his mlsnlon. They eel within
the lines of the enemy and In the dirk-osaWayne la taken for a Federal officer and a young lady on horsehack I
given In nil charge. She la a northern
(fir! and attempts to escape
One of the
horses succumbs and Craig goes through
with the dispatches, while Wayne and My
jnay of the North are left alone. They
sek shelter In a hut and entering U In
the dark a huge mastiff attacks Wayne.
The girl shoots the brute Just in time.
The owner of the hut. Jed Bunsrav. and
nls wire appear and soon a party of
honiemen approach. They are led by a
man claiming to be Red Lowrie, but who
prove to be MaJ Brennan. a Federal
pfncei whom the Union girl recoanlnes.
He orders the arrest of Wayne as a spy
and he Is brought before Bheridan. who
him with death unless he
thf secret message. Wayne believes
Edith Brennan to be the wife of Mai
Brennan. He la rescued by Jed Bongav.
who starts to reach Gen. I,ee. while
wayne in disguise penetrates
the ball- room, beneath which he hadto been
Im- gnaoned.
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CHAPTER XVI.
The Woman Loved.
The crucial moment had arrived,
think my heart actually stop-atlc- g
as I stood gazing helpless- I

There was an eager anxiety In her
face that pierced me. Uke most lovers
I chose to give it a wrong Interpret

c

form? this taking o
this being her at all?"
fhnt I came hoping
I answered, scarce
to see you agali
knowing how b
to proceed or how
far to put conl mce In her, "what
would you think?"
"If that Is true, that you were extremely foolish to take such a risk for
so small a reward," she returned calm- inces,
or, under these cli
as a
I remain here so
It la
moment to
uirage you.
not true.
Is no light Ret your
;e, or
lie in the r
assume sue

"Ah, yes; had some very pretty
fighting out there, I understand oh,
pardon me. MiM Minor, permit me
to present to you Colonel Curran, of
General Halleck's staff. The Colonel,
I believe, Is as able a dancer as he Is
a soldier, and no nlgher compliment believed she would not speak, or that "If I had less faith In you 1 should
to his abilities coui possibly be paid. she would give way to her excitement not be here now. I understand that
Mists Minor, Colonel, Is u native Vir
and betray everything. I durst give I am condemned to be shot as a spy
ginian, who Is present under protest, no signal of warning, for there ex- hoping doubtless to capture
tome
"Shot? On what authority? Who
young officer, and thus weaken the
told you?"
enemy."
"On the order of General Sheridan.
her. It waa an Instant, so tense that
I bowed pleasantly to the bright-eyeher silence seemed like a blow. Yet My Informant waa Lieutenant Caton,
young woman facing me. and not It was only an Instant.
Then her of hts staff."
sorry to escape the Major's lnqulst-tlvenes- eyes smiled Into mine most frankly,
"Shot: As a spy? Why, it surely
Captain
at once begged for the re- and her hand was extended.
cannot be! Frank said
"I a: more than delighted to meet Wayne, believe me, I knew absolutemainder of the waltz. The request
was laughingly ranted, and in anoth- you. Colonel Curran," she said calmly, ly nothing of all this. Do you think
er moment we were threading our way although I could feel her Hps tremble I should ever have rested if I had
amid the numerous couples upon the to the words, while the fingers I held dreamed that you were held under so
floor.
She proved so delightful a were like Ice. "Myrtie was one of false a charge? I promised you I
CHAPTER XV Continued.
dancer the'
simply yielded myself my dearest friends, and she chanced would see General Sheridan on your
up to full enjoyment of the measure, to be In my mind even as we met behalf. Frank " she bit her lip Im- For a moment, as I responded to and conversation lapsed, until a sud(he hearty cordiality of hts welcome, den cessation of the music left us
I was enabled to take my first glance stranded so close to the fireplace that
at the ballroom, and found It to my the very sight of It brought, a vivid
unaccustomed soldier eyef an Inspir- realisation of my perilous position. If
ing spectacle. The room was magnifi- it had not, my companion's chance
cently large. a surprising aiiartnmnt. remark most assuredly would.
"How easily you waits!" she said
Indeed, even In so superb a Southern
home as this had evidently been, and enthusiastically, her sparkling eyes
ith proportions were magnified by and flushed cheeks testifying to her
"So many find me
numerous mirrors extending
from keen enjoyment.
floor to celling, causing the more difficult to keep step with that I have
distant dancers to appear circling In become fearful of venturing upon the
However, I
pace. Brilliantly illumined by means floor with a stranger.
of hanging chandeliers that oscillated snail always be glad to give you a
slightly to the merry feet; decorated character to any c. my friends."
"I sincerely thank you," I returned
lavishly everywhere with festooned
flags and tastefully arranged muni- In the same spirit, "and I can certions of war; gay with the dress uni- tainly return the compliment most
forms of the men and the handsome heartily. It la so long since I was
gowns of the women, It composed a privileged to dance with a lady that
scene so different from mr I had I confess to having felt decidedly
looked: upon In years as to hold me awkward at the start, but your step
fascinated.
The constant clatter of proved so accommodating that I betongues, the merry laughter, the flash- came at once at home, and enjoyed
ing of bright eyes, and the gleam of the waltz immensely. ' fall to dis
cover any seats In the room, or I
snowy shoulders, the
'
.1
.'
repertoes
caught as the various should endeavor to find one vacant
V
couples circle swiftly past, the quick, for you."
!,
"Oh, I am not In the least tired."
musical gliding of flying feet over the
waxen floor, the continuous whirl of She was looking at me with so deep
ini
nti i
i tmim
i nU i
tuc Intoxicating waits, and over all an expression of Interest in her eyes K mmiI . i ii l J H...
A
'U
bin "
the Inspiring strains of , Strauss, thst I dimly wondered at it.
" MM
II
nttnilltm
caused my heart to bound, and
rightly," she I aW Mil II I.
"Did I understand
brought with It an Insane desire to asked, playing Idly with her fan,
participate.
"that Major Monsoon Introduced you
Yet gazing, entranced, upon the ani t9 me as Colonel Curran of General
mated scene, and feeling deeply the' Halleck's staff?"
What the deuce am I up against
intoxication of the moment, my eyes
were eagerly searching that happy now? 1 thought, and my heart beat
throng for sight of one fair woman's quickly. Yet retreat was impossible,
face. Strange as it must seem to oth and I answered with assumed care
era, In spite of the fact that to meet lessness:
her might mean betrayal and death
"I am, most assuredly, Colonel Curay! might even result In the destruc- ran."
tion of an army In my weakness I
"From Ohio?"
secretly longed for just such a ha(.
This was certainly coming after me
penlng; felt, Indeed, that I must again with a vengeance, and I stole one
see her, have" speech with her, before quick glance at the girl's face. It
"I Am, Most Assuredly, Colonel Curran."
I went forth alone Into tb manifold was devoid of suspicion, merely evincdangers of the night. It was
That was why," -,she added, turning patiently "I waa told, that is, I was
ing a polite Interest.
led to believe that you were had been
Insanity in very truth.
of
commanding toward Miss Mine- as though she felt
"I have the honor
had not sent North aa a prisoner of war late
yet Bucn was the secret yearning of ti,. Sixth Artillery Regiment from that her momentary agitation
passed unobserved, "I was bo sur- laBt night Otherwise I should have
my heart.
If I could only once State."
prised when you first presented Insisted upon seeing you on pleadknow from her own truthful Hps, that
"You must pardon me. Colonel, for
ing your cause with the General himhe already belonged to another, I my seeming lnqulsltlveness," and her Colonel Curran."
"I confess to having felt strangely self. The major and 1 breakfasted with
could, I believe, tear her Image from eyes sparkled with demure mischief.
my memory; but while I yet doubted
other, archly, him this morning, but your name waa
I cannot quite understand. I was myself," returned theI
my not mentioned, for I believed you
I believe
concealed
"although
(and in spite of all I had heard I "Yet
with a Miss
you did, Edith. safe."
case at school in Connecticut
tnan
feelings
doubted still), no desperate
far
better
Curran whose father was an officer of
She did not appear to realize, so
should ever prevent my seeking her artillery from Ohio, and, naturally, I Really, I thought you were going to
with all the mad ardor of love, no at once thought of her when the faint. It must be that Colonel Curran deep was her present indignation and
falntnees of heart should intervene Major pronounced your name; yet It exercises some strange occult influ- regret, that my hand had found a restbetween us. That she was present I certainly cannot be you you are al- ence over the weaker sex. Perhaps ing place upon her own.
Captain
me,
"You must believe
knew from those chance words over together too young, for Myrtle must ho 1b the seventh son of a seventh
son; are you. Colonel? However, Wayne; I could not bear to have you
heard In the chimney, and my one be eighteen."
dear, I am safe for the present from feel that I could prove such an
deep hope ever since I donned that
I laughed, decidedly iel ved from
Federal uniform and ventured down
his mysterious spell, and you will be
I feared might prove a most
"You need never suppose I should
compelled to face the danger alone, as
the stairs (a hope most oddly mingled what
situation.
comes Lieutenant Hammersmith think that," I replied, with an earnestwith dread) was that we might In awkward yes.
here
Miss Minor, I am In"Well,
I've promised ness of manner that caused ber to
to claim the danoe
some manner be brought together. I
youthful to be Myrtle's him."
"I conglance at me in surprise.
waa yet vainly Becking a glimpse of deed somewhat
1
a venture, "but I
Before Mrs. Brennan could Inter- fidently expected to hear from you all
her among the many who circled past, father," servesaidas at ner
brother, you fere, the laughing girl had placed her day, and Anally when no word came
when I was suddenly recalled to the might
extreme delicacy of my situation by know, and not stretch the point of age hand on the Lieutenant's blue sleeve, I became convinced b. ne such misflung conception as you have mentioned
and, with a mocking good-by- e
the deep voice of the Major asking me
on
my
clasped
hands
her
must have occurred. Then ft became
arm
She
vanished
shoulder,
over
her
b .ckward
a direct Question:
with a gesture of delight
ua standing my turn to act upon my own behalf
In the crowd, leaving
"Do you ever dance. Colonel?"
if I would preserve my life; yet never
"Oh, I am so glad; I knew Myrtle
Exactly what I may have replied I had a brother, but never beard he also there alone.
fo. one moment have I doubteu you
Inapparent
In
much
lady
waited
The
know not, but it was evidently transDid you know, difference, gently tapping the floor or the sincerity of your pledge to
was In the army.
lated as an affirmative, for in another Colonel, she was Intending to come with ber neatly shod foot
me."
moment I was being piloted down the down here with me when I returned
She waited quietly while a couple
you b- - exceedingly angry
"Would
gosside of the long room, wbila be
South, at the close of our school If I were to ask you to dance?" I paused us and sought scats nearer the
siped In my rather Inattentive ear.
year, but from some cause was dis- questioned, stealing surreptitiously a door.
"Tell me the entire story," she Balu
As you have doubtless remarked. appointed. How delighted she would glance
f averted face
Colonel, we are extremely fortunate have been to meet you! I shall
isuredly not," In gently.
"Am
By Jove, they
As oulckly as possible I
rvlewed
in our ladies
write and tell her what a up pur I'
186.
"'.'et I trust you
would grace an Inauguration ball at splendidly romantic time we bad to- will n
have been upon the salient aventa which ha ccurred
it deuy- I am since our itat meeting. Will
Washington. So many officers' wives gether. You look so much like Myrtle
Major
of
nresence
ing
the
irennan
you
I
to
recognize
at
failed
od."
have Joined us lately, supposing we
wonder
in uen- would make permanent camp here, once.''
I did nr.
upon It
and besides there are more loyal famShe was rattling on without afford- ay that
opportunlty to
ilies in this neighborhood than we Ing me the sligb
vould consent to sit out this
ren had
had
.tory, when her
At least tneir loyalty Blip In a word ex,
find usually.
upon some one
ued slightly, lifted her eyes I DC
us through taa
her face hust
v to mine, and
advii
no battle lately, throng.
busy,"Ob, by the way, Colonel, there is
and there are some,
ibt we might discover seats my
Ball-leagirls among them.
don't you think?"
?pear to of it ai
by a
well . the decorations friend, indeed., wi
K
and tb It away
give me If 1 V
be me
xcellent taste."
meeting
staff,
without
be work of the
as she
She drew me hi
many were compelled to
i
"Edith,"
she
the
never
can
soldier
a
ut
waa
slaevo of a youi
D special duty. Colonel?"
the slowly passing, "fc
from
despatches
meat, dear; this
eneral Sheridan."
AS
f, I marked
Myrtle Ourran's
ua
with
might remain
face. The of delay
dlst
Curran.
Colone.
I
bav
com mand.
Long-street- .
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"You are anxious to be rid of me?"
asked, ashamed of the words even
as 1 uttered them.
"That remark ta unworthy of you."
and she arose to her feet almost
haughtily. "My eole thought in tbia
la the terrible risk you incur in
here."
"Your Interest then Is personal to
me, may I believe?"
"I am a loyal woman," proudly,
"and would do rothlng whatever to
Imperil the cause of by country;
but your condemnation la unjust, and
1 am. In a measure,
responsible for it
I assi.H
you. Captain Wayne, for your
own sake, and In response to my In
dividual sense of honor."
"Have you formulated any plan?"
she asked quickly, and her rising color
made me feel that she had deciphered
my struggle In my eyes.
"Only to walk out under protection of this uniform, and when once
safe in the open to trust that same
good fortune which has thus far befriended me."
She shook her head doubtfully, and
stood a moment In silence, looking
thoughtfully at the moving figures In
the room beyond.
"I fear It cannot be done without
arousing suspicion," she said at last,
slowly. "I chance to know there are
unusual precautions being taken tonight, and the entire camp is doubly
patrolled.
Even this house has a
cordon of guards about it, but for
what reason I have not learned. No,"
she spoke decisively, "there is no other way. Captain Wayne, 1 am going
U try to save you tonight, but In doing
so I must trust my reputation In your
keeping."
"I will protect it with my life."
"Protect It with your silence, rather.
I know you to be a gentleman, or I
should never attempt to carry out the
only means of escape which seems at
all feasible. Discovery would place
mo In an extremely embarrassing position, and I must rely upon you to protect me from such a possibility."
"I beg you," I began, "do not compromise yourself in an way for my
sake."
"But I am myself already deeply involved in this, she interrupted, "and
I could retain no peace of mind were
I to do otherwise. Now listen. Make
your way back to the ballroom, and
In fifteen minutes from now be engaged in conversation with General
I
Carlton near the main entrance.
shall join you there, and yuu will take
your cue from me. You understand?"
"Perfectly, but "
"There Is no 'but,' Captain Wayne,
only do not fall me."
Our eyes met for an Instant; what
she read in mine God knows to hers
was determination, with a flaring
strange to woman. The next moment
she had vanished through a side door,
and 1 was alone.
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CHAPTER XVII.
Through the Camp of the Enemy
A glance at my watch told me that
it was already within a few moments
of mldnleht. There waa. however, no
diminution In the festivities, and
waited in silence until I heard the
sentries calling the hour, and then
pressed my way back Into the noisy,
was stopped
crowded ballroom.
officers whom
twice by
I had met earlier In the evening, but
breaking away from them after the
exchange of a sentence or two, I urged
my course as directly as possible to
ward where the spectacled brigadier
yet held his post as master of cere
monies.
We had been conversing pleasantly
for several minutes when Mrs. Bren
nan appeared. Standing so as to face
the stairs, I saw her first coming
down, and noted that ahe wore her
hat and had a light walking-cloathrown over her shoulders. My heart
beat faster aa I realized for the
first time that she Intended to be my
companion.
glad
"Oh General. I am excc.u-nglto find you yet here, she exclaimed
aa aha camo ud. and extended a neat
"I have a
ly gloved hand to him.
favor to ask which am told you alone
have the authority to grant."
He bowed gallantly
"1 am very sure, he returned smilingly, "that Mrs. Brennan will never
would not
request anything which
gladly yield."
She flashed her eyeo brightly Into
bis face.
"Most assuredly not. The fact ta,
General. Colonel Curran, with whom I
see you are already acquainted, waa
to pass the night at the Major's quarters, and as he has not yat returned,
the duty has naturally devolved upon
me to see our guest safely deposited.
We are at the Mitchell House, you
remember, which is beyond the Inner
I
have
lines; and while, of course,
- " she held
paa
with
furnished
been
up the paper for his Inspection, 'and
have bee: also Instructed as to the
countersign, I fear this will scarcely
suffice for the safe passage of the
g

"I suppose you'll be an agriculturyou grow up?"
"No'm.
I'm jest goln' to work on

ist when

this farm, that's all."
By Way of Excuse.
"Youngleigb has some singular
ideas."
"What, for Instance?"
"Well, he says It Is mean to profit
by other people's experience
after
they've been at all the trouble and
expense of collecting It"

Our Idea of nothing to beat is tha
who brags that he begins
where we leave off!
fellow

1

1

The General laughed
evidently pleased wi.

i
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Passing a Good Thing Along.
Bessie Harry's gold watch
a tort of a family watch.
Bessie
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phone number.
this is the store that will come name.
Mrs. Ed F. Horn, 1221 S. Washington St. Wellington, Kans.
Central Meat Co., Phone
Many others had nearly correct answers.
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H. W. Crawford
other sets as the days go by. rietor's name.
Phone
tobacco. If you want any of clusive agency for the Kneeland in the city. Can you give the
The work done by this artist is
D. Ervine.
leading dailies delivered to union made shoes for men, Sel-b- y proprietor's name and the foun131.
Chas.
the
second to none in the entire
your office the proprietor of this
shoes for ladies, and the
Portraits are his Number 7. Where in Clovis cozy store is the individual to Headlight overalls ? For a num- tain pen for which he has the
southwest.
Number, 32. Can you locate
specialty and they are produced are they at present holding an notify. Give his name and tele- ber of years this has been the agency.
the splendid grocery on Grand
Sale, A Bargain
in the latest and the very best "Unloading
ParkF.
?
bargains
get
phone
in
to
number
place
the
best
avenue, where the best of
'
e
style and best finish known to Event ?' This is the store where
Lucky Curve.
ers
dry goods, clothing, hats, caps
provisions
can
be
W.
for
had
supplied
your
every
Pendergrass,
Phone
need
be
can
the art. Special attention is
and shoes. The, proprietor is a
just a little cheaper price than
77.
given to the baby's picture and in dry goods, shoes, hats, furn
Number. 25. Clovis has among at any other store in Clovis. All
strong advocate of quick sales
to
goods,
ishing
clothes
men's
no rains are soared. All work
Number 13. What store in and small profits and the best its many business enterprises a Roads lead to this store and the
guaranteed to give satisfaction. order and Staple and fancy Clovis has announced a "Big goods are always on sale at National Bank that is surpassed genial
proprietors want your
by none in the entire southwest
groceries. The goods put out
Give his name.
Pinch Sale" beginning January prices that defy competition. for reliability, accuracy, and ac- trade. Give firm name.
by this establishment are the
6th and ending January 20th. of If .you can locate this select store commodation of its patrons.
It
C
E
Claiborne
best money and experience can
A .J Rhodes k Co.
men and it will pay you to get their prices is as old as the town for which
stock
of
their
entire
secure and are sold on the smalland
estabsince
named
is
its
it
Number. 3. For a number of est margin possible. The two women's wearing apparel? This before buying: elsewhere. It is lishment has been the standby
years this store has been the large rooms occupied are filled has long been known as the the Clovis home of the Ladies of the farmers as well as the Number 33. There is a popCan you give town people. It has a capital ular garage in this city wherrA
best place to get bargains in to overflowing with choice bar- store of quality and some rare Home Journal.
stock of $27,000 and is on a sound they have the sole agency for
hardware and harness. It has gains and it is well worth your bargains are now- being offered. the name of the company ?
financial basis. Its growth has the celebrated Overland automothe exclusive agency for the cel- time and trouble to go in and Did you ever attend one of these
Dry
Goods
Co.
Kendall
been steady due to the financial biles and supplies, the standard
If you haven'c
ebrated Arcadian ranges, Radium look at the Model arrangement, Pinch sales?
strength of its directors, the ol them all. Cars are cared for
heaters, White's Mentor stoves even though you do not purchase. you should go, as you will see Number. 19.
conservatism of its officers and here by
the week or month at
something you have never seen Billiards is the guiUR that hero holds sway.
its inclination to extend to its
and Remington guns and
The present proprietors have before. It
Cigars and tobacco, any old way.
reasonable
rates.
This is the
not
how
hard
matters
possible
every
patrons
banking
very
best
The
amunition.
only been in charge a few
There's always something (loins: around this shop
Livery
Auto
Give
accommodation.
of
you
please
you
the
Clovis
name
find
to
are
can
and while
panic
Regardless
or
indifferent
etroa.
of
builder's
cutlery
tools,
and
in
months. Can you give the firm just
of this bank and its president.
it
bears
If one comes down town to kiok for a friend
an
you
eastern
want
name
what
it is
this
at
store
here
to
be
found
supplies are also
nnmr- and tho name of thn atnrA ?
one
of
very
Bank
valClovis
the
price
National
in
a
neverat
and
before
the
mt
comfort
alucial
found
here.
of
full
line
a
together, with
One, rarrofn nm five pocket tallies in ih rear.
ley. $900 will buy one of their
&
Massey
Co,
Ed
G.
Henry
equalled
T.
this
in
Nut
section.
Coors.
saddles.
and
whips
harness,
famous Overland cars every
This store occupies one side of The Model Supply Store. said, Do you know them?
piece
of which will be guaran
.Number 20.
Where is the
a large store on Main street and
E. E. Peoples
The Palace
8. What is the name
Number
in
nicest, cleanest hotel
Clovis? teed. Who is the manager ?
is in close proximity to the post of the oldest and largest bank in
110 S. Main. It occupies the second floor of
Hall,
Number. 14. "Meadow Gold"
officeCan you give the proL. C. Sublett.
one of the city's principal busiWhere in Clovis do you
Clovis? This bank has been a butter
prietor's name ?
ness blocks, is centrally located
bulwark in the financial history get it ? While perhaps not the
Number. 20. Here we have and has a beautiful name. It
of Curry county since its found- oldest grocery in the city, this
Number. 29. Located on a
T. Dearborn.
the exclusive cash grocery that is electric lighted throughout, prominent
ing and is the kind of a bank
corner is the leading
is one of the livelist. It is the makes a specialty of
cold
and
e
hot
heated,
with
steam
drug store of Clovis. It has the
that cautious depositors are in store with the wide spread trade goods.
The famous Chase & water in every room. The halls best line of drum and Arnaaiat
Number 4. On January 10th spnrcb of It has a cantta) And
prompt
delivery
the
and
service,
a new educational institution surplus of $42,000.00 and is
i neir stock inci
was opened in Clovis which owned and controlled by home the store that sets the pace for
'rompt delivery
s products as
should receive the hearty sup people. Every accommodation them all. No stale goods are to
be found here but always the
OH and encouragement of every
consistent with good banking is best on sale at prices as low as
wu
t, SIM m
in
Irtstiuctkn
short
hi iztn.
accorded its customers. They
me to
ry. The
hand, typewriting, bookkeeping, respectfully solicit your business tbe lowest. They are the sole the store invincible. Pri
omest soda
distributers of such famous pro
Reidoria Hotel.
law, for 1912.
commercial
arithmetic,
is found li
Folgers
as
coffee,
teas
ducts
and
spelling, grammar, and banking
you
27.
Do
Number
know
palitable
moat
Best flour and Monarch
of
National Bank. Wichitas
will be given by a competent
wn
brand
all
eatibles
canned
of
Morris' Cash Grocery. shi
corps of expert and specialists.
Number 9. What prominent kinds. .If you 'can't come just.
English, Spanish, German, hardware
company is it in Clo- - telephone your order and it will
Number 21, What is the name
French and Latin will be taught
vis that handles the National and
you n
and tbe young men and ladies
Oak stoves and ranges? tention as if you selected the
Round
of this section will be afforded
Here the best of tools, cutlery, goods in person. Give firm name
the opportunity of fitting them- queensware and in fact every and telephone number.
ren M. Kennedy.
selves for the higher business
,
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